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it is known that the southern spiral arm of the galaxy is a part of a vast, billion-year-old web of countless planets, ships and colonies that make up a single over-hive called hyperion. two much smaller but still immense over-hives existed in m33 galaxy is iapetus to west of galactic core and
coeus at the eastern fringes and another one million additional hives, each covering three or more star systems. the age of hyperion suggested that it might have been another seeding ship from a more ancient ceph, as the entire m33 galaxy ceph is only half a billion years old while

hyperion is one billion years old. during the crysis comic , the bipedal ceph exoskeletons used in the new york incursion 2 years later seem to be available on lingshan as well. however, the tentacles are black and the armor seems be slightly different than what's seen in new york. other
variants are also seen, such as a small drone-like walker that can shoot down a vtol with a single shot and a giant bipedal exoskeleton several times taller than a human. there are also living tentacles inside the alien ship, which no longer have an anti-gravitational field. the ice sphere is
notably absent in the comic, though it is possible for it to be simply out of view. on the other hand, a carrier fleet is headed towards the island to rescue the now destroyed carrier fleet on lingshan island, as well to prevent the ceph from advancing any further. the ceph's main weapon is

an energy-based beam weapon, also known as the capacitor beam. in the game, it has a near-infinite range and will destroy everything in its path. the ceph are also capable of temporary absorption of energy, and by doing so, they gain strength and form of a glowing armor around them.
they can fire this at nearby enemies in order to knock them off their feet, for example, or knock down nearby objects, such as cars or trees. their attacks, however, can be blocked and absorbed by human nanomachines, which are also designed to attack any ceph that uses their energy.

due to the limited supply of these devices, the ceph must conserve their energy, and often forgo attacks that would drain their energy completely. while the ceph are vulnerable to being hit in the face, they can also take damage in other areas of their body, as the suit only covers the head
and torso.
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"the alpha ceph has finally emerged from their hiding place and have begun their assault on our species. they have lost no time in releasing the ceph hordes, and the full fury of the ceph is being unleashed upon the world. thousands of ceph have invaded our planet and are unleashing the
deadliest weapons at our disposal. these weapons are capable of tearing through even the strongest of shields and our armies are being decimated as we speak. in the face of this carnage, our species stands no chance. the question is, what will you do?" rasch's message, along with the
clues and data stored on the surveillance drones, helped the resistance to locate and destroy the alpha ceph hiding place, and when the ceph were destroyed, all of their warriors were killed by their own weapons. the prophet was able to escape as the ceph's last remaining warrior. the

prophet had to flee the destroyed ceph's homeworld, and after many years of avoiding the ceph, he made it to new york city, where he was able to return to his family. the prophet traveled around new york, stopping at landmarks and recording history for future generations to
understand. after many years, the prophet reached the current age of the universe and found a device on earth that could harness a portion of the ceph's energy and use it to control an army of ceph called the parallels. the prophet used it to create a ceph clone army with the ability to

move into the future and destroy their own past. the prophet, with the help of a resistance worker named sam and the ceph-clone army, traveled to the past, where they destroyed their past, freeing the alpha ceph from its confines. although they were able to destroy their future, they are
now stuck in time. 5ec8ef588b
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